
ENTROPY AND DISORDER:
GENERALIZED CANONICAL

FORMULATIONS

I7.I ENTROPY AS A MEASURE OF DISORDER

situations. In one the system of interest is isolated; in the the system
In the two preceding chapters we have considered two types of physical
uations. In one the system of interest is isolated; in the 6ther th6 svstem

is in diathermal contact with a thermal reservoir. Two very difierent
expressions for the entropy in terms of the state probabilities it) result.

If the system is isolated it spends equal time in each of the iliinissiblestates (the number of which is O):

. 1
J J O

and the entropy is

,S : kr ln O (17 .Z)

- If .the system is in diathermal contact with a thermal reservoir, the
fraction of time that it spends in the state / is

f j :
e- 98,

,  Z : l e - F E i
t

(17.3)

and the entropy is (U/T - F/D which we write in the form

s : krpl f,E, + k"rnz
J

We now pause to inquire as to whether
underlying significance of the entropy. Are

(17.1)

these
they

(77.4)

results reveal some
to be taken purely
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380 Entropy and Disorder: Generalized Canonical Formulations

formally as particular computational results, or can we infer from them
some intuitively revealing insights to the significance of the entropy
concept?

In fact the conceptual framework of "information theory," erected by
claude Shanno# in the late 1940s, provides a basis for inierpretation oi
the entropy in terms of Shannon's measure of disorder.

f!: concept of "order" (or its negation, "disorder',) is qualitatively
familiar. A neatly built brick wall is evidently more ordered than a heap
of bricks. or a "hand" of four playing cards is considered to be mori
ordered if it consists of four aces than if it contains, for instance, neither
pairs nor a straight. A succession of groups of letters from the alphabet is
recognized as more ordered if each group concords with a wordlisted in
the dictionary rather than resembling the creation of a monkey playing
with a typewriter.

Unfortunately the "heap of bricks" may be the prized creation of a
modern artist, who would be outraged by the displacement of a single
brick! or the hand of cards may be a winning hand in some unfamiliar
game: The apparently disordered text may be a perfectly ordered, but
coded, message. The order that we seek to quantify must be an order with
respect to some prescribed criteria; the standards of architecture, the rules
of poker, or the corpus of officially recognized English words. Disorder
within one set of criteria may be order within another set.

In statistical mechanics we are interested in the disorder in the distribu-
tion of the system over the permissible microstates.

The problem solved by Shannon is the definition of a quantitative
measure of the disorder associated with a given distribution { | }.

several requirements of the measure of 
'disorder 

reflect our qualitative
concepts:

The measure of disorder should be
set of numbers { l}.
If any one of the I is unity (and all
the system is corirpletely ordered.
disorder should then be zero.

( a )

( b )

deflned entirely in terms of the

the rest consequently are zero)
The quantitative measure of

(c) The maximum disorder corresponds to each I being eqtal to 7/e
-that is, to the child showing no preference idt ary 6r tL" .oo-i i.,
the house, among which he wanders totally randomly.

rC E. Shannon and W. Weaver, The Mathematical Theory of Communicatlons (Univ. of Illinois
Press, Urbana,1949).
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(d) The maximum disorder should be an increasing function of O
(being greater for a child wandering randornly through a large house
rather than through a small house).

(e) The disorder should compound additively over "partial disorders."
That is, let /(r) be the fraction of time the child spends on the first
floor, and let Disorder(r) be the disorder of his distribution over the
first floor rooms. Similarly for f<z) and Disorder(2). Then the total
disorder should be

Disorder:f$) x Disorder(0 +f@ x Disorder(2) (tZ.S)

These qualitatively reasonable attributes uniquely determine the mea-
sure of disorder2. Specifically

Disorder :  - t<1/ , tn / ,
J

where ft is an arbitrary positive constant.
We can easily verify that the disorder vanishes, as required, if one of the

/, is unity and all others are zero. Also the maximum value of the disorder
(when each f,:l/Q) is kln0 (see Problem 17.1-1), and this does
increase monoionically with O as required in (d) above.

The maximum value of the disorder, kln0, is precisely the result
(equation 17.1) previously found for the entropy of a closed system.
Complete concurrence requires only that we choose the constant k to be
Boltzmann's constant k 

". 
For a closed system the entropy corresponds to

Shannon's quantitatiue measure of the maximum possible disorder in the
distribution of the system ouer its permissible microstates.

We then turn our attention to systems in diathermal contact with a
thermal reservoir, for which f i : exp(- PE,)/Z (equation 17.3). Inserting
this value of the /, into the definition of the disorder (equation 17.6), we
find the disorder tb be

Disorder : kn|Lf,\ + krln Z
J

(77.7)

Again the disorder of the distribution is precisely equal to the entropy
(recall equation 17.4).

This agreement between entropy and disorder is preserved for all other
boundary conditions-that is for systems in contact with pressure
reservoirs, with particle reservoirs, and so forth.

Thus we recognize that the physical interpretation of the entropy is that
the entropy is the quantitatiue measure of the disorder in the releuant
distribution of the system ouer its permissible microstates.

2For a proof see A. I. Khinchin, Mathematical Foundations of Information Theory (Dover
Publications, New York, 1957).

(r7.6)
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It should not be surprising that this result emerges. Our basic assump-
tion in statistical mechanics was that the random perturbations of the
environment assure equal fractional occupation of all microstates of a
closed system-that is, maximum disorder. In thermodynamics the en-
tropy enters as a quantity that is maximum in equilibrium. Identification
of the entropy as the disorder simply brings these two viewpoints into
concurrence for closed svstems.

PROBLEMS

l7.l-1. consider the quantity x ln x in the limit x --+ 0. Show by L'Hopital's rule
that x ln x vanishes in this limit. How is this related to the assertion after
equation 77.6, that the disorder vanishes when one of the fj is equal to unity?
l7.l-2. Prove that the disorder, defined in equation 17.6, is nonnegative for all
physical distributions.

l7.l'3. Prove that the quantity - kl1f1 ln/, is maximum if all the { are equal by
applying the mathematical inequality valid for any continuous convex function
o(x)

l t  o  \  1  o
t l ; , f . " - l = O  E o ( o o )

\  k : r  I  
- -  

k : L

Give a graphical interpretation of the inequality.

17.2 DISTRIBUTIONS OF MAXIMAL DISORDER

The interpretation of the entropy as the quantitative measure of dis-
order suggests an alternate perspective in which to view the canonical
distribution. This alternative viewpoint is both simple and heuristically
appealing, and it establishes an approach that will be useful in discussioni
of other distributions.

Lf,n,U : (17.8)
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As a "matter of curiosity" let us explore the following question What
distribution {f ,} maximizes the disorder subject only to the requirement that
it yields the obserued ualue of U (equation 17.8)?

The disorder is

Disorder :  - tc" l { tn / ,
l

and if this is to be maximum

(17.e)

0(Disorder) : - t<"1(tn/,+ 1) 64 : 0 (17.10)

(77.r4)

Now if the f , were independent variables we could equate each term in
the sum sepdrately to zero. But the factors f , are not independent. They
are subject to the auxiliary condition (17.8) and to the normalization
condition

Lf, :  t
J

(17.1r  )

The mathematical technique for coping with these auxiliary conditions is
the method of Lagrange multipliers3. The prescription is to calculate the
differentials of each of the auxiliarv conditions

D 0 r : 0
J

1n,6/, :  o
J

to multiply each by a "variational parameter" (tr,
these to equation 17.10

- k"LQn7, + 1 + Ir + XzEj)fj : 0
J

The method of Lagrange multipliers guarantees that each term in equation
17.14 then can be put individually and independently equal to zero,
providing that the variational parameters are finally chosen so as to satisfy
the two auxiliary conditions 17.8 and 17.77.

Thus, for each j

l n f r +  1 + 1 1  - r l t r E , : 0 (17.15)

3c/. G. Arfken, Mathematical Methods for Physicists (Academic Press, New York, 1960) or any
similar reference on mathematical methods for scientists.

(n.tz)

(17.13)

and trr), and to add
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or

We now must determine
tions. That is. from 17.11
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f  :  r -< t+x t+ t r rE r )

tr, and tr, so as to satisfy

e - ( 1 + I r ) I e - \ z E , :  I
J

(17.16)

the auxiliary condi-

(17.1e)

(77.r7)

and from 17.8

e-Q+^ t )EE  e - \ rE t  :  U
J

(rz.rs)

These are identical in form with the equations of the canonical distribu-
tion! The quantity 1,, is merely a different notation for

Xr '=  B:  #
and then, from 17.18 and 16.12

p - ( ' + t r r ) :  I

Le-Fni
J

(r7.20)

That is, except for a change in notation, we haue rediscouered the canonical
distribution.

The canonical distribution is the distribution ouer the states of fixed
V, Ny. . . , N, that maximizes the disorder, subject to the condition that the
ayerage energ/ has its obserued ualue. This conditional maximum of the
disorder is the entropy of the canonical distribution.

Before we turn to the generalization of these results it may be weil to
note that we refer to the f, as "probabilities." The concept of probability
has two distinct interpretaiions in common usage. "objective probability;'
refers to a frequency, or a fractional occurrence; the assertion that "the
probability of newborn infants being male is slightly less than one half" is
a statement about census data. "Subjective probability" is a measure of

still subjective, guess.

z
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The "disordet," a function of the probabilities, has two corresponding
interpretations. The very term disorder reflects an objective interpretation,
based upon objective fractional occurrences. The same quantity, based on
the subjective interpretation of the f 

's, is a measure of the uncertainty of
a prediction that may be based uiron the f,'s. If one f, is unity the
uncertainty is zero and a perfect prediction is possible. If all the f, are
equal the uncertainty is maximum and no reliable prediction can be rirade.

There is a school of thermodynamicistsa who view thermodynamics as a
subjective science of prediction. If the energy is known, it constrains our
guess of any other property of the system. If only the energy is known the
most valid guess as to other properties is based on a set of probabilities
that maximize the residual uncertainty. In this interpretation the maximi-
zation of the entropy is a strategt of optimal prediction.

To repeat, we view the probabilities I as objective fractional occur-
rences. The entropy is a measure of the objective disorder of the distribu-
tion of the system among its microstates. That disorder arises by virtue of
random interactions with the surroundings or by other random processes
(which may be dominant).

PROBLEMS

17.2-1. Show that the maximum value of the disorder. as calculated in this
section, does agree with the entropy of the canonical distribution (equation 17.4).
17.2-2. Given the identification of the disorder as the entropy, and of f,. as given
in equation 17.16, prove that tr, :1/(kBT) (equation I7.79).

I7.3 THE GRAND CANONICAL FORMALISM

Generalization of the canonical formalism is straightforward, merely
substituting other extensive parameters in place of the energy. We il-
lustrate by focusing on a particularly powerful and widely used formalism,
known as the "grand canonical" formalism.

Consider a system of fixed volume in contact with both energy and
particle reservoirs. The system might be a layer of molecules adsorbed on
a surface bathed by a gas. Or it may be the contents of a narrow necked
but open bottle lying on the sea floor.

Considering the system plus the reservoir as a closed system, for which
every state is equally probable, we conclude as in equation 16.1, that the
fractional occupation of a state of the system of given energy E, and mole

ac/. M. Tribus, Thermostatistics and Thermodynamics (D Van Nostrand and Co., New York, 1961)
E T. Jaynes, Papers on Probability, Statistics, and Statistical Physics, Edited by R. D. Rosenkrantz,
@. Reidel, Dordrecht and Boston, 1983).
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number Ni is

,  
Ottt(Erot" l  -  Ej,N.ora- Nr)

' t  
Ototd(.E,o,"1, N.,r)

But again, expressing O in terms of the entropy

- Ei, N61^1

Expanding as in equations 16.3 to 16.5

f  . :  ePee -P (E  
- rN i )

where V is the "grand canonical potential"

9 : ( J  - f S - p N :  U l f , p l

The factor eFv plays the role of a normalizing factor

,9*  :  7- r

where E , the "grand canonical partition sum," is

- Nr) - (+) r,",,u,",r, q".r)]
f t t \

fi : exp 
Lt G ls'"'(E,o,.,

(r7.2r)

(17.22)

(17.23)

(r7.24)

(n.zs)

Z :  Ee -B( \ -p \ )
J

(17.26)

The algorithm for calculating a fundamental equation consists of
evaluating the grand canonical partition sum Z as a function of T and p
(and implicitly as a function also of Z). Then p'P is simply the logarithm
of. Z . This functional relationship can be viewed in two ways, summafized
in the mnemonic squares of Fig. 17.1.

The conventional view is that V(T, V,p.) is the Legendre transform of
U, or V (f, V pt) : U[l p]. The therrnodynamics of this Legendre trans-
formation is exhibited in the first mnemonic square of Fig. 17.i.. It is
evident that this square is isomorphic with the familiar square, merely
replacing the extensive parameter V by N and reversing the correspond-
mg arrow.

The more fundamental, and far more convenient view, is based on
Massieu functions, or transforms of the entropy (Section 5.4). The second
and third squares exhibit this transform; the third square merely alters the
scale of temperature from T to k"T, or from 1/T to B. The logarithm of
the grand canonical partition sum Z is the Massieu transform BV.
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F

U[p]

S[l/Tf= -P17

slv/4

- p F

* : u [ r , p l : u - r S - p N

a v - a v- ; ;  -  - J  - ; - :  - f i
o r dtt

t/T

- i v : ' [ i , + ]  - s - l u + l u
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p
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FIGURE 17.7

Mnemonic squares of the grand canonical potential.

A particularly useful identity which follows from these relationships is

u:ilP: _(w),, (r7.27)

This relationrlrip also follows directly from the probability interpretation
of the 4 (see Problem 17.3-1). In carrying out th; indicated differLntiation
Gfter having calculated z or B*) we must pair a factor B with every
f,lctor p, and we then maintain all such Bp products constant as we
differentiate with respect to the remaining B,;. 

-

- Before illustrating the application of the grand canonical formalism it is
interesting to corroborate that it, too, can bi obtained as a distribution of
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maximal disorder. We maximize the disorder (entropy)

s :  -  tc" l f , tn/,
J

subject to the auxiliary conditions that

L f t :  t

(r7.28)

(r7.2e)

(17.30)

(17 .31 )

(r7.32)

Lf,n,: n

and

Lf,u,: u

Then

6s :  - /c r f  (h  f ,+  t )  t f , :  o
J

Taking differentials of equations I7.29 to 77.31, multiplying by Lagrange
multipliers tr1, tr2, and tr3, and adding

I(tn4 + 1 + 1,, + l,rE, + tr3Nr) : o (r7.33)
J

Each term then may be equated separately to zero (as in equation 17.15),
and

f .  :  t - t t+xr  
+ t r2E ' r+ t r3Nr ) (r7.34)

The Lagrange multipliers must now be evaluated by equations 17.29 to
77.31. Doing so identifies them in terms of B (: trr), Bp G -l,r), and
BV (: -1 - trr), again establishing equation I7.23.

It should be noted that the mole number N, can be replaced by the
particle number fr; {*tt"r" rtr: N, X Avagadrois number). In that case g,,
the Gibbs potential per mole, is replaced by the Gibbs potential per
particle. Although a rational notation for the latter quantity would be p,
we shall henceforth write p for either the Gibbs potential per mole or the
Gibbs potential per particle, permitting the distinction to be established by
the context.

Example: Molecular Adsorption on a Sudace
Consider a gas in contact with a solid surface. The molecules of the gas can
adsorb on specific sites on the surface, the sites being determined by the
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molecular structure of the surface. we assume, for simplicity, that the sites are
sparsely engugh distributed over the surface that they do not directly interact.
There are F such sites, and each can adsorb zero, one, or two molecules. Each site

as a reservoir with respect to energy and particle number. We seek the "fractional
coverage" of the surface, or the ratio of the number of adsorbed molecules to the
number of adsorption sites.

The solution of this problem by the grand canonical potential permits us to
focus our attention entirely on the surface sites. These sites can be populated by
both energy and particles, which play completely analogous roles in the foi-
malism.

preliminary thermodynamic calculation has been carried out antl that T and p of
the gas are specified. Thenceforth the analysis is completely symmetric between
energy and particles.

Because the surface sites do not interact, the grand partition sum factors

Z :  z N

The grand partition sum for a single site contains just three terms, correspond-
ing to the empty, the single occupied, and the doubly occupied states

s :  I  + 
" -  

BGr-r )  q r -B( ,2-2r)

Each of the three terms in e , divided by u , is the probability of the
corresponding state. Thus the mean number of molecules adsorbed per site is

n :
, - B ( e t - r )  I  2 s - B G z - z r \

rnd the mean energy per site is

c -

Ere- 
PGt- d * ere- 

PGz-zu\

An alternative route to these latter two results, and to the general thermody-
mics of the system, is via calculation of the grand canonical potential, v :
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- k BT log.3 (equation 17 .25).

,V: - I ( lkaTlog(1 + 
"-BGt-t t)  

q 
"-BGz-2tr))

The number it of adsorbed atoms on the ,fr sites is obtained thermodynamically
by differentiation of V

and, of course, such a differentiation is equal to frn with E as previously found.
Similarly the energy of the surface system is found by equation 12.22, and this
gives a result identical to .il€.

The reader is strongly urged to do Problem 77.3-4.

PROBLEMS

17.3-1. Calculate (0logZ / |B)Bu directly from equation 77.26 and show that the
result is consistent with equation 77.27.

17.3-2. A system is contained in a cylinder with diathermal impermeable walls,
fitted with a freely moveable piston. The external temperature and pressure are
constant. Derive an appropriate canonical formalism for this system. Identify the
logarithm of the corresponding partition sum.
17.3-3. For the surface adsorption model of the preceding Example, investigate
the mean number of molecules adsorbed per site (z) in the limit T - 0, for all
combinations of signs and relative magnitudes of (e, * po) and (e, * 21t"),
where po is the value of the p of the gas at T :0. Explain these results
heuristically.

17.3-4. Suppose the adsorption model to be augmented by assuming that two
adsorbed molecules on the same site interact in a vibrational mode of frequency
o. Thus the energy of an empty site is zero, the energy of a singly occupied site is
e1, oDd the energy of a doubly occupied site can take any of the values er I n'ho,
with n'  :  0,  1,2,. . .  Calculate
a) The grand canonical partition sum
b) The grand canonical potential
c) The mean occupation number, as computed directly from (a)
d) The mean occupation number, as computed directly from (b)
e) The probability that the system is in the state with n :2 and n, : 3

Answer: Denoting c, - p.by ej,

(b) v :  FtkBTrn [r  + 
"-Fe' t  

I  "- ' " ' r ,  )
\  l -  e - F n ' J

(c ,d )  o  :  - - ( l  
- ' - -P ! : . ) ' -B t '  

!  z ' -Bo '
' -  

( 1  -  e - P h @ \ ( l  *  
" - F e ' r \  

*  
" - F e ' z

(e)  f r . ,  
:  s 'FG'2+zh@l / t  E

I r :  -+
op
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17.3-5. calculate the fundamental equation of the polymer model of section 15.4
in a formalism canonical with respect to length and energy. Note that the
"weight" in Fig. 15.4 plays the role of a "tension reservoir." Also recall problem
17.3-2, the results of which may be helpful if the volume there is replaced by the
length as an extensive parameter (as if the two transverse dimensions of the
system are formally taken as constant).
17.3-6. A system contains iV sites and fr electrons. At a given site there is only
one accessible orbital state, but that orbital state can be occupied by zero, one, or
two electrons (of opposite spin). The site energy is zero if the site is either empty
or singly occupied, and it is e if the site is doubly occupied. In addition there is an
externally applied magnetic field which acts only on the spin coordinates.
a) calculate the chemical potential p as a function of the temperature and the
magnetic field.
b) Calculate the heat capacity of the system.
c) calculate the initial magnetic susceptibility of the system (i.e., the magnetic
susceptibility in small magnetic field).
17"3-7. carbon monoxide molecules (co) can be adsorbed at specific sites on a
solid surface. The oxygen atom of an adsorbed molecule is immobilized on the
adsorption site; the axis of the adsorbed molecule thereby is fixed perpendicular
to the surface so that the rotational degree of freedom of the adsorbed molecule is
suppressed. In addition the vibrational frequency of the molecule is altered, the
effective mass changing from the "reduced mass" mgm./(m.i ^o) to m".
only one molecule can be adsorbed at a given site. The binding energy of an
adsorbed molecule is Er. The surface is bathed by co gas at temperature T and
pressure P. Calculate the fraction (/) of occupied adsorption sites if the system is
in equilibrium. Assume the temperature to be of the order of one or two hundred
Kelvin, and assume the pressure to be sufficiently low that the co vapor can be
regarded as an ideal diatomic gas.
Ilinr: Recall the magnitudes of characteristic rotational and vibrational frequen-
cies, as expressed in equivalent temperatures, in Section 16.3.


